For the Airmen
by Katharine Tynan,
1859 – 1931, Irish Poet
THOU who guidest the swallow and wren,
Keep the paths of the flying men!
Over the mountains, over the seas
Thou hast given the bird-folk compasses.
Thou guidest them, yea, Thou leadest them home
By the trackless ways and the venturesome.
Look Thou then on these bird-men, far
More than the sparrows and swallows are.
When they fly in the wintry weather
Be their compass and chart together.
Keep them riding the wind. Uphold
Their passion of flight lest it grow cold.
Thy right hand be under the wing,
Thy left hand for their steadying.
The Wings of the birds of Heaven be nigh
Lest their wings fail them and they die.
Make Thou their flying as deft and fleet
As the flight of the linnet or the blue-tit.
Thy hand over them, shall they fear
The spears of lightning or any spear?
Thy hand under them, what shall appal?
Not the fierce foe nor the sudden fall.
Show them Thy moon at night: Thy stars
Bid stand as sentinels in their wars.
Yea, make their lone tracks pleasant as
A soft meandering path in grass.
Thou that launchest the wren, the swallow
Guard our flying loves when they follow.

March Meeting
The upcoming EAA65 meeting will take place Thursday, March 14, at the 447 Wing
in Mount Hope, starting at 7:30 pm. The 447 Wing is the Hamilton Chapter of the
RCAF Association, which features an aviation themed restaurant/pub, with a
comfortable meeting room and lots of parking.
Speaker notice: Our guest speaker will be EAA65 member, Mark Rataj.
Mark will talk about the long
cross country flight that he and
his brother Bernie, made to Deer
Lake, Newfoundland during July
25‐28, 2017. They flew from
Stoney Creek via the Lake
Ontario shoreline to Sherbrooke,
Quebec, then to Charlottetown,
PEI, then to Deer Lake, NFLD,
and he’ll share his thoughts
about the flight planning, the
stops along the route, and the 3 days of exploring the Gros Morne National Park.
Mark is an M1 and M2 category AME who’s been with Air Canada for the past 38
years. He’s worked on Boeing 707, 737, 747, 767, 777, Airbus A3219/320/321,
Embraer 175/190, Douglas DC‐10, Fairchild FH‐227 and Lockheed L‐188. He also
holds a Commercial Pilot License with more than 1000 hours logged.
Mark is also the proud owner and builder of his Vans RV‐7A, which he built
between January 2006 and July 2010.
The RV‐7A is a low wing two seat side by side sport plane with tricycle landing gear
and a 180 HP engine, cruising between 125kt to 165kt depending on altitude and
power setting.
Come early and enjoy good food while socializing with EAA65 members before the
meeting.

Construction Corner
EAA 65 member Trevor Yaworski is diligently working on his Murphy Rebel
project, rebuilding a low time Continental IO ‐240B, 125 HP while following the
OEM rebuild manual. He recently had the internal rotating components
balanced, and is hoping that this will result in a smooth running engine. Here are
some pictures!

Further, here are some work‐in‐progress photos from the front and back of the
panels going into Trevor’s Rebel. We’re looking forward to seeing it in the air
soon!

Wildlife Management
https://www.aeriumanalytics.com/airports/

AERIUM combines traditional bird hazing
techniques with the use of Clear Flight
Solution’s Robird® Ornithopter to provide next
level wildlife management for airports. When
this is combined with habitat data collection
and analysis of hazing methods, it creates a
highly effective SMART wildlife management
solution.
With nearly 1000 UAS flights in the vicinity of
international airports such as Edmonton,
Alberta and Grand Forks, North Dakota,
AERIUM has shown proven results in our
ability to reduce populations of resident birds
and bird strikes at these locations.
Recent projects have shown a decrease in bird
strikes of up to 71% at airport operations where AERIUM’s SMART wildlife solutions have been deployed.

EAA65 Online
Website:
www.eaa65.org
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/EAA65
Twitter:
@EAA65

Monthly Member Gatherings
One of the highlights of our chapter activities are our monthly member gatherings. As we’ve continually enjoyed
presentations highlighting various facets of aviation in the past, we’ll strive to continue to bring you entertainment,
information, and comradery each month. The current plan is to continue meeting on the second Thursday of each
month, unless the notices to members specifies otherwise. Make sure you provide the board (secretary@eaa65.org)
with your preferred email address, keep checking your email, and/or stay connected with us on Facebook for the latest
news on upcoming events!
If you have suggestions for speakers, program topics, or if you would like to share your story or knowledge on matters of
interest to our chapter, please let Joe Brunski know.
Programs Director, Joe Brunski:

Programs@EAA65.org

905‐746‐3593

February Meeting Recap
Last month’s speaker was supposed to be Dennis Simo, the Chief Flight Instructor at Burlington’s Spectrum
Airways. Unfortunately, Dennis’ commercial flight back from his vacation was delayed and he was not able to
attend. Following are some of the highlights of what he planned to share with EAA65:
BURLINGTON AIRPARK: Dennis reports that owner of the Burlington Airpark has been very active with maintenance and
infrastructure improvements at CZBA, including new hangar construction (hangars still available), as well as the addition
of an online weather reporting system which can be accessed at http://czba.ca/X5M/
The system not only provides AWOS style weather information to pilots on 122.55, but pilots can also get a quick wind
check by clicking the Unicom frequency 123.5 four times. A similar system has been installed at Grimsby, and it can be
accessed at http://cnz8.ca
INSTRUCTOR SHORTAGE: Dennis reports that the current strong demand for pilots has led to an instructor shortage. To
ease this shortage, he is encouraging GA pilots to consider becoming flight instructors. This is a great opportunity for
experienced pilots to mentor new student pilots, while at the same time, expanding their own aviation passions.
I’ve spoken with a couple of retired or semi‐retired GA pilots who have done this and they report that the CFI training
process is straightforward and fun, and that they’re having a ball instructing on a part time basis.

HOPE AIR FOUNDATION: Hope Air is a national charity that arranges free non‐emergency medical flights for low‐income
Canadians who must travel far from home to access healthcare. The organization will feature a fundraiser banquet in
Burlington in late May. It’s a great opportunity to support a worthwhile community aviation organization. More info
at: https://hopeair.ca/
PPL AND IFR FLIGHT TEST CHANGES: The new editions of the Private Pilot Flight Test put much greater emphasis on
stabilized VFR approaches and stress the need to overshoot and go around if not stabilized by 200 feet AGL. Great advice
for licensed pilots who have a habit of fighting to salvage a botched approach.
Also, the Instrument Flight Test now requires candidates to demonstrate recoveries from bad attitude as well as bad
attitude under partial panel conditions.
BUTTONVILLE CYKZ TOWER CLOSED: Pilots are reminded that CYKZ is now Class G airspace, which means that you must
monitor and transmit your intentions on the MF frequency, before entering the CYKZ airspace. This can be a challenge if
you only have one radio and if you’re operating in YYZ Terminal Airspace. You’re encouraged to let the Terminal
Controller know this so that he/she may release your early in order to monitor and communicate your intentions before
entering CYKZ airspace.
The Buttonville Flying Club has posted a great power point prevention, highlighting best practices when operating at
CYKZ: https://buttonvilleflyingclub.com/2019/02/15/be‐predictable‐safety‐in‐the‐buttonville‐mandatory‐frequency‐
area/
Blue Skies everyone!

Joe Brunski
Programs Director
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